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Australian Office Locations

ORAFOL NSW/ACT
Unit A3, 57 Templar Road
Erskine Park
New South Wales 2759

ORAFOL QLD
8 Blanck Street
Ormeau
Queensland 4208

ORAFOL SA/NT
3 Mais Street 
Brompton
South Australia 5007

ORAFOL VIC/TAS
58 Brindley Street
Dandenong South  
Victoria 3175

ORAFOL WA
1/14 Foley Street 
Balcatta
Western Australia 6021

We make doing business easy
Ordering from ORAFOL Australia is so easy. 
Whether you know exactly what you want, or need  
specialist advice we make it easy. 
Our National team are always here to assist.

Customer Service sales.au@orafol.com 
Web  www.orafol.com 
E-Store  store.orafol.com.au  
Phone   1300 672 365 

mailto:sales.au@orafol.com
www.orafol.com
store.orafol.com.au
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You may be curious about our new brand Vorteil, what it means and why it now forms part of the framework within 
ORAFOL Australia.

Simply stated, Vorteil is a German word meaning advantage. The name was selected amongst many suggestions as 
whenever we supply product to our customers; we are always trying to give you the advantage.

This is the advantage of partnering with a reliable supplier with a broad range of products that uphold quality and 
consistency.

For ORAFOL, Vorteil conveys the right moral fabric and will become a fitting brand representing our Non-ORAFOL 
product portfolio.
 
den Vorteil haben, dass … to have the advantage that …
jdm gegenüber im Vorteil sein … to have an advantage over …
ein Vorteil sein … to be an advantage, to be advantageous …
 
ORAFOL is one of the worlds leading manufacturers of innovative self adhesive graphic films, reflective films and 
adhesive tape systems. Established in 1808, originally manufacturing postage stamp inks ORAFOL are now world 
leaders in their chosen field and carry significant technical and commercial expertise in adhesive systems. However, 
as innovation within the graphics industry continues to surpass boundaries the need for more products to meet many 
new end use applications continues. This industry innovation drives ORAFOL to compliment our own manufactured 
products with a broad portfolio captured within our Vorteil range.

The Vorteil product range has been carefully selected from trusted manufacturers in Australia and around the world.
Our vision is clearly focused on delivering innovative products and best practice customer service. We hope you enjoy 
using products from our Vorteil range and them playing a leading role in your journey ahead.  

Alex McClelland
Managing Director
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Multilayered PVC Sheet

PALBOARD™

Vorteil products that carry the Vorteil brand are not only 
popular choices by many customers they are trusted, 
reliable and deliver an advantage.

Vorteil products are sourced globally, carefully selected, 
tested and scrutinised to deliver consistent results time 
after time. Vorteil, supported by ORAFOL brings together a 
strong portfolio of solutions.

Corex Plastics Australia is the leading manufacturer of twin 
wall profile Fluteboard® sheet and solid sheet extrusions. 

Corex also provide a complete solution to plastic packaging 
in both standard and customised designs. As leading 

suppliers in polypropylene plastic, Corex can assist all kinds 
of businesses in signage solutions.

Feiteng is a leading enterprise founded in 1994 specialising 
in RandD, manufacturing, sales, and service for aluminium 

composite panel, copper composite panel, stainless steel 
composite panel, zinc composite panel, galvanized steel 

composite panel bimetal plate and solid aluminium panel. 
Equipped with a full manufacturing capabilities, Feiteng 

provides customers one-stop solution for metal composite 
panel design, production and processing.

Palram’s humble beginnings date back to 1963, a time 
when plastics were in their infancy. Palram has steadfastly 

invested in manufacturing technology and talent to help 
users like you accomplish their goals. We look forward 

to our partnership with Palram continuing to prosper for 
many years ahead.

RiteTack Adhesive is high performance instant grab adhesive 
and the proven performer for the graphics and signage 
market. This is a premium quality adhesive designed for 
building and construction professionals and will provide 

excellent adhesion for a broad range of substrates.
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PALRAM®

 
A family of products used for print, display, fabrication and more.

Palram is a world-leading manufacturer of extruded thermoplastic sheets and panel systems. Established 
in 1963 at Kibbutz Ramat Yohanan in Israel, the company has grown from its humble origins into an 
industry leader and multinational conglomerate with branches on six continents. By focusing on advanced 
technologies and outstanding talent, Palram offers professionals and users the solutions and support they 
need for a wide variety of applications.

PALIGHT is a lightweight, flexible and durable foamed PVC sheet that is ideal for many advertising and 
fabrication applications. It brings quality, convenience and versatility to a whole new level on a wide range 
of applications. PALIGHT exhibits the whitest colour available, which results in high quality displays. Tested 
and approved by most digital flatbed printer manufacturers, PALIGHT has a consistently smooth and 
bright surface that gives the best color interpretation. PALIGHT is easy to handle, cut and fabricate using 
conventional tools and equipment, and can be also painted or laminated. PALIGHT is offered with standard 
matte or glossy finish and is available in a wide range of standard and special designer colours.

Why Palram - A World of Solutions

Palram provides solutions to a wide array of applications at a range of market segments. Our global 
presence ensures the continuous availability of products with standardisation for global customers.

One-Stop Shop 
Palram serves as a single resource for polycarbonate, PVC and acrylic sheets in all their forms. Our finished 
products divisions produce kits and products for home, outdoor and commercial spaces.

Professional Progress and Innovation 
Palram is always at the forefront of technology with its advanced solutions for diverse applications. Its 
worldwide facilities meet the highest manufacturing standards and processes.

Long-standing Reputation and Global Presence 
With over 55 years of experience, a large portfolio of products and thousands of customers, Palram is 
recognised as a leading brand for quality and service.

Products 
Palram offers a wide range of PVC, polycarbonate and acrylic sheets and panel systems for manufacturers, 
professionals and “do-it-yourselfers”. These solutions are ideal for diverse applications, including: 

• Windows and wall claddings 
• Skylights for commercial buildings, warehouses, greenhouses and more 
• Impact-resistant and bulletproof material for security forces, banks and industrial machinery 
• Hygienic wall cladding for hospitals, agricultural facilities and public buildings 
• Outdoor and indoor signage

All Palram materials can be specified in numerous colours, textures, transparencies tints, shapes and 
thicknesses. Better still, Palram prides itself on the depth of customer support it offers to ensure that no 
matter which product you choose, it meets and exceeds your expectations. With nine production sites and 
dozens of worldwide sales and distribution offices, customers can get the support they need no matter 
where they are in the world.

i

Substrates

https://www.palram.com/au/
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Substrates

PALRAM®

 
From Then Until Now 
For over 55 years, Palram has been a global leader in manufacturing extruded 
thermoplastic sheets and panel systems. This production and application experience is 
expressed in an extensive product offering that includes architectural panel systems and 
finished consumer products for professionals and end users.

A Family of Products Used for Print, Display, Fabrication and More 
Palram has been producing PVC products since 1963, and is proud of its reputation as a global leader in 
this sector. Based on accumulated knowledge and expertise, Palram developed a line of products to meet 
a variety of application needs and budgets.  PALIGHT foamed PVC sheets (also known as cellular PVC) are 
significantly lighter and more cost-effective than other options such as solid PVC sheets. They also offer 
excellent rigidity and performance. PALIGHT PVC foam board is one of the many products that Palram has 
developed for the evolving and diversifying print, display, and fabrication market.

We Understand Your Printing Business Needs! 
As a print service provider, sign maker or display unit manufacturer, you’re always under time constraints 
and need to fulfill short lead times. In such a highly-competitive industry, you can’t afford the risk of re-runs 
and high scraps. At Palram, we understand these constraints and are here to give you the solution you 
need to get the job done on time and with the best possible quality.

PALIGHT®

PALIGHT exhibits the whitest available surface and was successfully 
tested by the majority of digital wide format printer manufacturers. 
Printers and advertisers benefit from its consistent smooth and bright 
surface for producing high quality displays. PALIGHT is easily handled, 
cut and fabricated using conventional tools and equipment, and can be 
printed, painted or laminated.

Palight is tested against Standard EN13501 resulting in Classification 
B,s1-3,d0.

Free Foam VS. Celuka Technology 
Free Foam and Celuka are the two predominant types of PVC foam 
board manufacturing technologies. While both of them have been 
available for some time, Palram favours the Free Foam method as it 
produces a more consistent density throughout PALIGHT PVC panel.

The cellular structure of the panel’s core is dense and, if manufactured 
to Palram’s high standards, does not contain voids or large air bubbles. 
Celuka PVC typically has a less dense core structure but has a harder 
“skin” on the outer surface which can sometimes result in chipping 
when cut.

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION Pallet Qty Price Break 1 Price Break 2 Price Break 3

PAL244012203B PALIGHT Foamed PVC Sheet Black  
2440mm x 1220mm x 3mm 120 1-20

$48.22
21-119
$40.18

120+
$32.14

PAL244012201W PALIGHT Foamed PVC Sheet White  
2440mm x 1220mm x 1mm 200 1-20

$16.02
21-199
$13.35

200+
$10.68

PALIGHT® 
Premium Flat Foamed PVC Sheet
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Substrates

PALIGHT® PRINT
PALIGHT Print is a foamed PVC board made specifically to cost 
effectively meet the stringent requirements of the print industry. It 
exhibits the whitest colour available and was successfully tested by 
a majority of wide format printer manufacturers. Lightweight, high-
quality PALIGHT Print sheets are also an ideal choice for the various 
fabrications needed to suit POP/POS applications, exhibition stands 
and booths, as well as sign and graphics solutions.

Palight Print is tested against Standard EN13501 resulting in 
Classification B,s1-3,d0. 
 
 

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION Pallet Qty Price Break 1 Price Break 2 Price Break 3

PALP244012202 PALIGHT PRINT Foamed PVC Sheet White 
2440mm x 1220mm x 2mm 150 1-20

$22.60
21-149
$18.80

150+
$16.90

PALP244012203 PALIGHT PRINT Foamed PVC Sheet White 
2440mm x 1220mm x 3mm 120 1-20

$30.60
21-119
$25.50

120+
$22.80

PALP244012205 PALIGHT PRINT Foamed PVC Sheet White 
2440mm x 1220mm x 5mm 80 1-20

$49.50
21-79
$41.30

80+
$33.00

PALP305015603 PALIGHT PRINT Foamed PVC Sheet White 
3050mm x 1560mm x 3mm 100 1-20

$48.90
21-99
$40.80

100+
36.50

PALP305015605 PALIGHT PRINT Foamed PVC Sheet White 
3050mm x 1560mm x 5mm 60 1-20

$79.18
21-59
$65.98

60+
$59.09

 
 

 
 
 PALIGHT® LW
PALIGHT LW offers easy-to-handle foamed PVC in a cost-efficient 
version. Its bright, consistent and smooth surface provides a good 
background for printing and laminating in high quality stands and 
displays. PALIGHT LW is flexible, versatile and extremely convenient to 
work with, cut and fabricate using conventional tools and equipment.

Palight LW is tested against Standard EN13501 resulting in 
Classification B,s1-3,d0.

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION Pallet Qty Price Break 1 Price Break 2 Price Break 3

PALLW2440122002 PALIGHT LIGHT WEIGHT Foamed PVC Sheet 
White 2440mm x 1220mm x 2mm 150 1-20

$19.10
21-149
$15.90

150+
$14.30

PALLW2440122003 PALIGHT LIGHT WEIGHT Foamed PVC Sheet 
White 2440mm x 1220mm x 3mm 150 1-20

$27.60
21-119
$23.00

120+
$20.60

PALLW2440122005 PALIGHT LIGHT WEIGHT Foamed PVC Sheet 
White 2440mm x 1220mm x 5mm 80 1-20

$45.90
21-79
$38.30

80+
$34.30

PALLW305015603 PALIGHT LIGHT WEIGHT Foamed PVC Sheet 
White 3050mm x 1560mm x 3mm 100 1-20

$44.10
21-99
$36.70

100+
$32.90

PALIGHT® Print
Premium Flat Foamed PVC Sheet

PALIGHT® LW
Low Weight Flat Foamed PVC Sheet
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Substrates

PALBOARD™ CO-EXTRUDED 
MULTILAYER PVC SHEET
 
 
 
A whole new breed of PVC for printing, displays, and 3D creations 
In the world of multilayer substrates, PALBOARD is an innovative PVC sheet that’s like no other. PALBOARD 
3D combines two ultra-smooth surfaces of solid PVC with a black or white dense foam core. Its uniform 
surfaces are bright white allowing for the most vibrant colour reproduction. PALBOARD 3D is easy to 
fabricate, can be cold-bent with a v-groove cut, and offers excellent mechanical strength and chemical 
resistance, making it the ideal sheet for your retail signs and 3D structures, POP displays,  
exhibits, and more.

Printers and advertisers will also benefit from the durability and flexibility of PALBOARD 2D. The multi-layer 
sheet features a white, solid PVC layer on one side with black foam PVC on the other. It’s ideal for signage 
requiring an attractive black back and edges and is the perfect complement for structures made  
from PALBOARD 3D.

Multilayered PVC Sheet

PALBOARD™

Main Benefits 
•  Easy to fabricate and thermoform; can be  
 cold-formed with v-cuts 
•  Ultra-smooth and uniform surface that resists  
 dents and scratches 
•  EverClean™ protective film is standard, one side 
•  Excellent ink adhesion and white index for vibrant 
 colour reproduction 
•  Recycled lightweight foam PVC core 
•  High structural strength with a relatively  
 low weight 
•  Excellent chemical and fire resistance

Typical Applications 
•  Digital and screen printing 
•  POP and retail displays and signage 
•  Exhibits and kiosks 
•  Routed and relief lettering 
•  Industrial and construction signs 
•  Fabricated and structural parts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2jaOQ2sM1V8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IgoOdp_-0C8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FsveGQXksI
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PALBOARDTM White/Black/White
 
PALBOARD is an innovative PVC sheet that’s like no other. 
PALBOARD White / Black / White combines two ultra-smooth 
surfaces of solid white PVC with a black dense foam core. Its 
uniform surfaces are bright white allowing for the most vibrant 
colour reproduction. PALBOARD is easy to fabricate, can be 
cold-bent with a v-groove cut, and offers excellent mechanical 
strength and chemical resistance, making it the ideal sheet 
for your retail signs and 3D structures, POP displays, exhibits, 
and more. A robust sheet for so many internal or external 
applications. 

 
• Ultra-smooth surface resists dents and scratches 
• EverClean™ protective film is standard, one side 
• Excellent ink adhesion and white index for vibrant colour reproduction 
• High structural strength with a relatively low weight 
• Excellent chemical and fire resistance 
 

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION Pallet Qty Price Break 1 Price Break 2 Price Break 3

PALB24401220WBW3 PALBOARD PVC Sheet White Black White 
2440mm x 1220mm x 3mm 100 1-20

$43.28
21-99
$36.07

100+
$32.30

PALB24401220WBW5 PALBOARD PVC Sheet White Black White 
2440mm x 1220mm x 5mm 60 1-20

$69.84
21-59
$58.20

60+
$52.12

PALB24401220WBW10 PALBOARD PVC Sheet White Black White 
2440mm x 1220mm x 10mm 30 1-20

$135.02
21-29
$112.52

30+
$100.76

 
 
 PALBOARDTM White/White/White 
 
PALBOARD White / White / White combines two ultra-smooth semi gloss 
surfaces of solid white PVC with a white dense foam core. Its uniform 
surfaces are bright white allowing for the most vibrant colour and print 
reproduction. PALBOARD is an innovative PVC sheet that’s like no other. 
PALBOARD is easy to fabricate, can be cold-bent with a v-groove cut, and 
offers excellent mechanical strength and chemical resistance, making it the 
ideal sheet for your retail signs, POP displays, exhibits, 3D structures, and 
more. PALBOARD is a really versatile, robust sheet and can be used for so 
many internal or external applications. 
 
- Ultra-smooth surface resists dents and scratches 
- EverClean™ protective film is standard, one side 
- Excellent ink adhesion and white index for vibrant colour reproduction 
- High structural strength with a relatively low weight 
- Excellent chemical and fire resistance 
 
 

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION Pallet Qty Price Break 1 Price Break 2 Price Break 3

PALB24401220WWW3 PALBOARD PVC Sheet White White White 
2440mm x 1220mm x 3mm 100 1-20

$44.62
21-99
$37.18

100+
$33.30

PALB24401220WWW5 PALBOARD PVC Sheet White White White 
2440mm x 1220mm x 5mm 60 1-20

$72.00
21-59
$60.00

60+
$53.73

PALB24401220WWW10 PALBOARD PVC Sheet White White White 
2440mm x 1220mm x 10mm 30 1-20

$139.20
21-29
$116.00

30+
$103.88

Substrates
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Substrates

ALUPRO®

 
AluPro is a high quality Aluminium Composite material, very popular in the signage industry for medium 
to long term external graphics. Commonly referred to as ACM this is a low density polyethylene core 
sandwiched between two aluminium sheets. AluPro is durable, lightweight, comes in a range of colours and 
is absolutely ideal for most external signage or display requirements.

AluPro Product Range Includes;

• ALUPRO® SIGN

• ALUPRO® PRINT

• ALUPRO® MOUNT

• ALUPRO® LITE

• ALUPRO®

ALUPRO® SIGN
 
Alupro Sign has been developed for the ACM signage and graphics market. Featuring the highest quality 
paint finish creating the perfect surface for any long term external signage job. Alupro Sign is high strength 
ACM and carries a 3mm PE core + 0.21 coated aluminium skins for a light weight sheet with  
optimum durability.

Alupro Sign also features an easy remove sacrificial protective film to protect your sheet from residue, dust 
and other impurities, ensuring blemish free production and conversion. This low tack film leaves no residue 
on your ACM panel and reduces cleaning time before adding graphics to your panel. Alupro Sign is not 
recommended for construction or building facades.

Alupro Sign is available in a broad colour range, carries exceptional external weather and corrosion 
resistance. Applications include external signage, partitions, shop fitting, transport and wall linings. 
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ALUPRO® SIGN  3mm
PRODUCT CODE COLOUR DESCRIPTION Price

1-9 sheets
Price
10-24 sheet

Price
25-49 sheets

ALUPRO SIGN – 1830mm x 1220mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.21mm Aluminium Skin
ALUM1831223GBGW Gloss Black / Gloss White AluPro Sign 1830 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $49.48 $45.56 $41.70

ALUPRO SIGN – 2440mm x 1220mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.21mm Aluminium Skin
ALUM2441223GWGW Gloss White / Gloss White AluPro Sign 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $65.99 $60.76 $55.59

ALUM2441223GBGW Gloss Black / Gloss White AluPro Sign 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $65.99 $60.76 $55.59

ALUM2441223MBGB Matt Black / Gloss Black AluPro Sign 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $65.99 $60.76 $55.59

ALUM2441223BLBL Gloss Blue 049 / Blue 084 AluPro Sign 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $68.81 $63.37 $57.94

*ALUM2441223BUOR Gloss Burgundy 026 / Orange 036 AluPro Sign 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $68.81 $63.37 $57.94

ALUM2441223DGGR Gloss Dark Grey 073 / Telegrey 076 AluPro Sign 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $68.81 $63.37 $57.94

ALUM2441223GRGR Gloss Green 068 /Green 060 AluPro Sign 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $68.81 $63.37 $57.94

*ALUM2441223MSMS Mirror Chrome (silver) / Primer or Naked AluPro Sign 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $54.01 $54.01 $54.01

ALUM2441223RDRD Gloss Red 031 / Red 032 AluPro Sign 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $68.81 $63.37 $57.94

ALUM2441223YEYE Gloss Yellow 020 / Yellow 021 AluPro Sign 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $68.81 $63.37 $57.94

ALUPRO SIGN – 3660mm x 1220mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.21mm Aluminium Skin
ALUM3661203GWGW Gloss White / Gloss White AluPro Sign 3660 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $99.01 $91.17 $83.34

ALUM3661223GBGW Gloss Black / Gloss White AluPro Sign 3660 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $99.01 $91.17 $83.34

ALUM3661223GBMB Matt Black / Gloss Black AluPro Sign 3660 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $99.01 $91.17 $83.34

ALUM3661223BLBL Gloss Blue 049 / Blue 084 AluPro Sign 3660 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $103.40 $95.20 $87.04

*ALUM3661223BUOR Gloss Burgundy 026 / Orange 036 AluPro Sign 3660 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $103.40 $95.20 $87.04

ALUM3661223DGGR Gloss Dark Grey 073 / Telegrey 076 AluPro Sign 3660 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $103.40 $95.20 $87.04

ALUM3661223GRGR Gloss Green 068 / Green 060 AluPro Sign 3660 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $103.40 $95.20 $87.04

*ALUM3661203SLBS Gloss Metallic Silver / Brushed Silver AluPro Sign 3660 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $46.81 $46.81 $46.81

ALUM3661203RDRD Gloss Red 031 / Red 032 AluPro Sign 3660 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $103.40 $95.20 $87.04

ALUM3661203YEYE Gloss Yellow 020 / Yellow 021 AluPro Sign 3660 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $103.40 $95.20 $87.04

ALUPRO SIGN – 3660mm x 1500mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.21mm Aluminium Skin
ALUM3661503GWGW Gloss White / Gloss White AluPro Sign 3660 x 1500 x 3mm (0.21) $121.69 $112.08 $102.46

ALUM3661503GBGW Gloss Black / Gloss White AluPro Sign 3660 x 1500 x 3mm (0.21) $121.69 $112.08 $102.46

ALUM3661503BLBL Gloss Blue 049 / Blue 084 AluPro Sign 3660 x 1500 x 3mm (0.21) $126.34 $116.36 $106.38

*ALUM3661503BUOR Gloss Burgundy 026 / Orange 036 AluPro Sign 3660 x 1500 x 3mm (0.21) $126.34 $116.36 $106.38

*ALUM3661503SLBS Gloss Metallic Silver / Brushed Silver AluPro Sign 3660 x 1500 x 3mm (0.21) $61.73 $61.73 $61.73

ALUM3661503RDRD Gloss Red 031 / Red 032 AluPro Sign 3660 x 1500 x 3mm (0.21) $126.34 $116.36 $106.38

ALUM3661503YEYE Gloss Yellow 020 / Yellow 021 AluPro Sign 3660 x 1500 x 3mm (0.21) $126.34 $116.36 $106.38

ALUPRO SIGN – 3000mm x 2000mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.30mm Aluminium Skin
ALUM3002003GBGW Gloss Black / Gloss White AluPro Sign 3000 x 2000 x 3mm (0.30) $213.49 $196.60 $179.78

*available only while stocks last

Substrates
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ALUPRO® PRINT  3mm
AluPro Print has been specifically developed for the ACM print market. It features an ultra white paint finish creating the perfect 
print surface for any print job. AluPro Print carries an outstanding white point for optimum brilliant print results.

The special coating provides outstanding ink adhesion when using flatbed printers with UV ink systems. AluPro Print also features a 
sacrificial protective film to protect your sheet from residue, dust and other impurities, ensuring a blemish free print result. This low 
tack film leaves no residue on your ACM panel and reduces cleaning time before adding graphics to your panel. AluPro PRINT is not 
recommended for construction or building facades.

AluPro Print is a directional product and should be installed in the direction stated on the protective film. Other features include, 
Ultra White finish, optimum UV resistance and ultimate smooth surface flatness.

PRODUCT CODE COLOUR DESCRIPTION Price
1-9 sheets

Price
10-24 sheet

Price
25-49 sheets

ALUPRO PRINT – 2440mm x 1220mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.21mm Aluminium Skin
ALUMD2441223GWPR Gloss White Digital / Primer AluPro Print 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $65.99 $60.76 $55.59

ALUPRO PRINT – 3000mm x 1500mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.21mm Aluminium Skin
ALUMD300015003GWPR Gloss White Digital / Primer AluPro Print 3000 x 1500 x 3mm (0.21) $99.80 $91.91 $84.02
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ALUPRO® MOUNT  3mm
AluPro Mount was developed for the ACM signage market where a 
primer coating is required for a variety of processing and finishing 
requirements. Featuring the highest quality primer paint finish 
creating the perfect surface for any long term external signage job. 
AluPro Mount carries a 3mm PE core + 0.21mm aluminium skins 
producing a versatile sheet with optimum durability. AluPro Mount is 
not recommended for construction or building facades. AluPro Mount 
offers excellent external weather and corrosion resistance. Applications 
include external signage, partitions, shop fitting, transport and wall 
linings. 
 

 
 
 ALUPRO® LITE  3mm 
 
AluPro Lite was developed for the ACM signage and graphics market 
where light weight sheets can be used. Featuring the highest quality 
paint finish creating the perfect surface for any long term external 
signage job. AluPro Lite carries a 3mm PE core + 0.18mm aluminium 
skins producing a light weight sheet with optimum durability. 
AluPro Lite also features an easy remove sacrificial protective film to 
protect your sheet from residue, dust and other impurities, ensuring 
blemish free production and conversion. This low tack film leaves 
no residue on your ACM panel and reduces cleaning time before 
adding graphics to your panel. AluPro Lite is not recommended for 
construction or building facades. 
AluPro Lite is available in gloss white, matt white and gloss black 
finishes and offers excellent external weather and corrosion resistance. 
Applications include external signage, partitions, shop fitting, transport 
and wall linings.

PRODUCT CODE COLOUR DESCRIPTION Price
1-9 sheets

Price
10-24 sheet

Price
25-49 sheets

ALUPRO MOUNT – 2440mm x 1220mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.21mm Aluminium Skin
ALUMA2441223PRPR Primer / Primer AluPro Mount 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $46.87 $41.50 $37.75

ALUPRO MOUNT – 3660mm x 1220mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.21mm Aluminium Skin
ALUMA3661223PRPR Primer / Primer AluPro Mount 3660 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $70.28 $61.95 $56.65

ALUPRO MOUNT – 3660mm x 1500mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.21mm Aluminium Skin
ALUMA3661503PRPR Primer / Primer AluPro Mount 3660 x 1500 x 3mm (0.21) $86.47 $76.25 $69.70

PRODUCT CODE COLOUR DESCRIPTION Price
1-9 sheets

Price
10-24 sheet

Price
25-49 sheets

ALUPRO LITE – 2440mm x 1220mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.18mm Aluminium Skin
ALUML2441223GBGW Gloss Black / Gloss White AluPro Lite 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.18) $60.45 $55.64 $50.89

ALUML2441223GWMW Gloss White / Matt White AluPro Lite 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.18) $60.45 $55.64 $50.89

ALUPRO LITE – 3660mm x 1220mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.18mm Aluminium Skin
ALUML3661223GBGW Gloss Black / Gloss White AluPro Lite 3660 x 1220 x 3mm (0.18) $90.65 $83.44 $76.34

ALUML3661223GWMW Gloss White / Matt White AluPro Lite 3660 x 1220 x 3mm (0.18) $90.65 $83.44 $76.34

Substrates
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Substrates

ALUPRO® SIGN  4mm
PRODUCT CODE COLOUR DESCRIPTION Price

1-9 sheets
Price
10-24 sheet

Price
25-49 sheets

ALUPRO SIGN – 2440mm x 1220mm / 4mm Thickness / 0.30mm Aluminium Skin
ALUM2441224GBGW Gloss Black / Gloss White AluPro Sign 2440 x 1220 x 4mm (0.30) $90.76 $83.60 $76.45

ALUPRO SIGN – 3000mm x 1500mm / 4mm Thickness / 0.30mm Aluminium Skin
*ALUM3001504GBGW Gloss Black / Gloss White AluPro Sign 3000 x 1500 x 4mm (0.30) $138.20 $121.80 $111.35

ALUPRO SIGN – 3660mm x 1220mm / 4mm Thickness / 0.30mm Aluminium Skin
ALUM3661224GBGW Gloss Black / Gloss White AluPro Sign 3660 x 1220 x 4mm (0.30) $136.11 $125.40 $114.63

ALUPRO SIGN – 4060mm x 1500mm / 4mm Thickness / 0.30mm Aluminium Skin
ALUM4001504GBGW Gloss Black / Gloss White AluPro Sign 4000 x 1500 x 4mm (0.30) $184.29 $169.71 $155.19

*available only while stocks last
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ALUPRO®   3mm and 4 mm
AluPro was developed for the ACM signage and graphics market 
where high quality paint finishes or heavy duty sheets are required. 
Featuring the highest quality paint finish creating the perfect surface 
for any long term external signage job. AluPro carries a 3mm or 4mm 
PE core coupled with either 0.21 or 0.30 aluminium skins for optimum 
durability.

AluPro also features an easy remove sacrificial protective film to protect 
your sheet from residue, dust and other impurities, ensuring blemish 
free production and conversion. This low tack film leaves no residue 
on your ACM panel and reduces cleaning time before adding graphics 
to your panel. AluPro is not recommended for construction or building 
facades. AluPro is available in a range of colours as well as gloss white 
and matt white finishes and offers excellent external weather and 
corrosion resistance. Applications include external signage, partitions, 
shop fitting, transport and wall linings.

PRODUCT CODE COLOUR DESCRIPTION Price
1-9 sheets

Price
10-24 sheet

Price
25-49 sheets

ALUPRO – 2440mm x 1220mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.21mm Aluminium Skin
*APRO244012203S2BBS Brushed/Butler Silver AluPro 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $38.37 $38.37 $38.37

*APRO244012203S2GBLN Gloss Blue/Naked AluPro 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $26.54 $26.54 $26.54

*APRO244012203S2GGN Gloss Green/Naked AluPro 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $27.51 $27.51 $27.51

*APRO244012203S2GRN Gloss Red/Naked AluPro 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $28.65 $28.65 $28.65

*APRO244012203S2GYN Gloss Yellow/Naked AluPro 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.21) $26.53 $26.53 $26.53

*APRO244012203S3BCBG Brushed Copper/Gold AluPro 2440 x 1220 x 3mm (0.30) $46.79 $46.79 $46.79

ALUPRO – 3050mm x 1500mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.21mm and 0.30mm Aluminium Skin
*APRO305015003S2MWPG Matt White/Matt White Print Grade AluPro 3050 x 1500 x 3mm (0.21) $40.22 $40.22 $40.22

*APRO305015003S3BBS Brushed Silver /Butler Silver AluPro 3050 x 1500 x 3mm (0.30) $64.93 $64.93 $64.93

*APRO305015003S3GBMB Gloss Black/Matt Black AluPro 3050 X 1500 X 3mm (0.30) $54.06 $54.06 $54.06

ALUPRO – 3660mm x 1220mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.30mm Aluminium Skin
*APRO366012203S3GWN Gloss White/Naked AluPro 3660 X 1220 X 3mm (0.30) $48.27 $48.27 $48.27

ALUPRO – 4000mm x 1500mm / 3mm Thickness / 0.30mm Aluminium Skin
*APRO400015003S3GWN Gloss White/Naked AluPro 4000 X 1500 X 3mm (0.30) $35.45 $35.45 $35.45

ALUPRO – 2440mm x 1220mm / 4mm Thickness / 0.30mm Aluminium Skin
*APRO244012204S3GWN Gloss White/Naked AluPro 2440 x 1220 x 4mm (0.30) $65.37 $65.37 $65.37

ALUPRO – 3050mm x 1500mm / 4mm Thickness / 0.30mm Aluminium Skin
*APRO305015004S3GWN Gloss White/Naked AluPro 3050 X 1500 X 4mm (0.30) $55.87 $55.87 $55.87

ALUPRO – 3660mm x 1220mm / 4mm Thickness / 0.30mm Aluminium Skin
*APRO366012204S3GWN Gloss White/Naked AluPro 3660 X 1220 X 4mm (0.30) $53.10 $53.10 $53.10

ALUPRO – 4050mm x 2000mm / 4mm Thickness / 0.30mm Aluminium Skin
*APRO405020004S3GWN Gloss White/Naked AluPro 4050 X 2000 X 4mm (0.30) $116.14 $116.14 $116.14

*available only while stocks last

Substrates
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Substrates

COREX
 
ORAFOL have established a non exclusive distribution partnership with Corex Plastics 
Australia. Corex are the leading Australian manufacturer of twin wall profile Fluteboard® 
sheet and solid sheet extrusions. 

Fluteboard® sheets are a twin wall polypropylene sheet for conversion into signage, packaging, display, 
surface protection and a multitude of other industrial applications. Fluteboard® sheets come in a variety of 
sizes and profiles to suit your end use application. 

Fluteboard® sheets are suitable for exhibitions, point of sale displays, graphics applications, real estate 
signage and large wall dividers. As such a versatile material, Fluteboard® sheets are an incredibly  
useful product.

Fluteboard® can be screen printed or digitally printed with most flatbed digital printers. Fluteboard® can be 
easily cut using standard guillotines or die cutting processes. Most self adhesive PVC films are compatible 
with Fluteboard® making this sheet material a very versatile product within the graphics market.  

There are a multitude of reasons why Fluteboard® is so popular. This material is lightweight while remaining 
strong and durable, offers hygienic protection and water resistance and is completely nontoxic. The cost-
effective option is easy to convert, 100% recyclable and available in recycle grade and flame-retardant 
versions if required. 

Fluteboard® is chemical resistant however contact with solvents or stress crack agents as well as acids and 
oxidizing agents should always be avoided. Fluteboard® is UV stabilised during manufacturing and carries 
an expected outdoor durability of up to two years depending on climatic conditions and application zone.
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COREX Fluteboard®

 

• 100% Recyclable 

• Australian made 

• Up to two years external durability 

• 42-44 dynes/cm surface energy 

• Excellent print properties 

• Flute direction runs parallel to length 

Fluteboard® 3mm / 500gsm 

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION SHEET SIZE WIDTH x LENGTH Price Sheet Qty Pallet Qty Price Pallet Qty 
CF3W600900 Fluteboard®   3mm White 600mm x 900mm $1.89 800 $1.62 
CF3W1200900 Fluteboard®  3mm White 1200mm x 900mm $3.78 400 $3.24 
CF3W1830915 Fluteboard®  3mm White 1830mm x 915mm $5.86 400 $5.02 
CF3W18301220 Fluteboard®  3mm White 1830mm x 1220mm $7.81 400 $6.70 
CF3W24401220 Fluteboard®  3mm White 2440mm x 1220mm $10.42 400 $8.93 
CF3Y18301220 Fluteboard®  3mm Yellow 1830mm x 1220mm $8.92 400 $7.64 
CF3Y24401220 Fluteboard®  3mm Yellow 2440mm x 1220mm $11.89 400 $10.19

Fluteboard® 5mm / 850gsm 

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION SHEET SIZE WIDTH x LENGTH Price Sheet Qty Pallet Qty Price Pallet Qty 
CCF5W600900 Fluteboard®  5mm White 600mm x 900mm $3.21 480 $2.75 
CF5W1200900 Fluteboard®  5mm White 1200mm x 900mm $6.43 240 $5.51 
CF5W1830915 Fluteboard®  5mm White 1830mm x 915mm $9.96 240 $8.54 
CF5W18301220 Fluteboard®  5mm White 1830mm x 1220mm $13.28 240 $11.39 
CF5W24401220 Fluteboard®  5mm White 2440mm x 1220mm $17.71 240 $15.18 
CF5B24401220 Fluteboard®  5mm Black 2440mm x 1220mm $17.50 240 $15.00 
CF5Y18301220 Fluteboard®  5mm Yellow 1830mm x 1220mm $15.16 240 $12.99 
CF5Y24401220 Fluteboard®  3mm Yellow 2440mm x 1220mm $20.21 240 $17.32

Substrates
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440gsm Frontlit Banner
 
440gsm high strength internal and external single 
sided PVC banner ideal for advertising or promotional 
applications.

Carries a non glare matt finish and is compatible with 
most print platforms including solvent, eco solvent, UV 
and latex. Specifications include 440gsm with high white 
point.

PVC coated frontlit banner using 840 x 840 9*9 base 
cloth is ideal for billboards and perimeter fence signage. 
 
 

440gsm Black Back Frontlit Banner
 
440gsm external single sided black back PVC banner 
ideal for advertising or promotional applications.

Carries a non glare matt finish with black back for 
maximum opacity and is compatible with most print 
platforms including solvent, eco solvent, UV and latex. 
Specifications include 440gsm with high white point.

PVC coated frontlit banner using 500 x 500 9*9 base 
cloth is ideal for billboards and external graphics 
applications.

440gsm Frontlit Banner 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJB-DINGO 1370 1370mm x 50m $3.50 $175.00 
AJB-DINGO 1600 1600mm x 50m $4.09 $204.50 
AJB-DINGO 2040* 2040mm x 50m $5.20 $260.00 
AJB-DINGO 2500* 2500mm x 50m $6.38 $319.00 
*Only available while stocks last – to be discontinued 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

440gsm Black Back Frontlit Banner 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJB-MAGPIE 1370 1370mm x 50m $9.28 $464.00 
AJB-MAGPIE 1600 1600mm x 50m $10.87 $543.50 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

External Banner Products
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External Banner Products

510gsm Frontlit Banner
   
510gsm high strength internal and external single 
sided PVC banner ideal for advertising or promotional 
applications.

Carries a non glare matt finish and is compatible with 
most print platforms including solvent, eco solvent, UV 
and latex. Specifications include 510gsm with high white 
point.

PVC coated frontlit banner using 1000 x 1000 16*16 base 
cloth is ideal for billboards and perimeter fence signage.

 

 
 
 560gsm Frontlit Blockout Banner
   
560gsm high strength external single sided blockout PVC 
banner ideal for advertising or promotional applications.

Carries a non glare matt finish and is compatible with 
most print platforms including solvent, eco solvent, UV 
and latex. Specifications include 560gsm with high white 
point.

PVC coated blockout banner using 840 x 840 9*9 base 
cloth is ideal for robust outdoor applications where high 
opacity is required.

510gsm Frontlit Banner 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJB-EMU 1370 1370mm x 50m $5.39 $269.50 
AJB-EMU 1600 1600mm x 50m $6.30 $315.00 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

560gsm Frontlit Blockout Banner 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJB-WALLABY 1370 1370mm x 50m $10.47 $523.50 
AJB-WALLABY 1600 1600mm x 50m $12.23 $611.50 
AJB-WALLABY 2600* 2600mm x 50m $19.10 $955.00 
*Only available while stocks last – to be discontinued 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only
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External Banner Products.

800gsm Double Sided Blockout Banner
 
800gsm high strength external double sided heavy duty blockout PVC banner ideal for advertising or 
promotional applications.

Carries a non glare matt finish and is compatible with most print platforms including solvent, eco solvent, 
UV and latex. Specifications include 800gsm with high white point.

PVC coated blockout banner using 1000 x 1000 16*16 base cloth is ideal for pole sign graphics and robust 
outdoor applications. 

 
 510gsm Backlit Banner
 
510gsm high strength backlit PVC banner ideal for rear illuminated advertising or promotional applications.

Carries a non glare matt finish and is compatible with most print platforms including solvent, eco solvent, 
UV and latex. Specifications include 510gsm with translucent appearance.

PVC coated backlit banner using 1000 x 1000 18*18 base cloth is ideal for most high visibility backlit 
applications. 

 
 270gsm Mesh with Liner
 
270gsm external PVC mesh with liner is ideal for external advertising or promotional applications.

Carries a non glare matt finish and is compatible with most print platforms including solvent, eco solvent 
and UV. Specifications include 270gsm with high white point. PVC coated mesh using 1000 x 500 18*12 
base cloth is ideal for perimeter fence wrap graphics and hoarding applications.

510gsm Backlit Banner 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJB-OWL 1370* 1370mm x 50m $13.48 $674.00 
AJB-OWL 1600* 1600mm x 50m $18.89 $944.50 
*Only available while stocks last – to be discontinued 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

800gsm Double Sided Blockout Banner 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJB-CROCODILE 1370 1370mm x 40m $9.19 $367.60 
AJB-CROCODILE 1600 1600mm x 40m $10.72 $428.80 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

270gsm Mesh with Liner 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJB-POSSUM 1370 1370mm x 50m $5.20 $260.00 
AJB-POSSUM 1600 1600mm x 50m $6.08 $304.00 
AJB-POSSUM 2040* 2040mm x 50m $7.75 $387.50 
AJB-POSSUM 2500* 2500mm x 50m $9.50 $475.00 
*Only available while stocks last – to be discontinued 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only
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Internal Banner Products

440gsm USB Double Sided Blockout Banner
     
440gsm ultra smooth double sided blockout PVC banner 
ideal for internal advertising or promotional applications.

Carries a non glare matt finish and is compatible with 
most print platforms including solvent, eco solvent, UV 
and latex. Specifications include 440gsm with high white 
point.

PVC coated USB blockout banner using 250 x 250 36*36 
base cloth is ideal for internal point of sale graphics, 
ceiling hangs and indoor event signage.

  

 
 

 
 315mic Textured Polyester Film
    
315mic white textured Polyester banner film will suit all 
types of banner stands for internal displays. A robust film 
with a grain texture is also suitable as a poster film.

Completely water resistant and will handle weather 
conditions in semi external applications under awnings. 
Fast drying and has excellent lay flat properties.

Available in 3 roll widths.

440gsm USB Double Sided Blockout Banner 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJB-KOALA 1370 1370mm x 50m $6.04 $302.00 
AJB-KOALA 1600 1600mm x 50m $7.05 $352.50 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

315mic Textured Polyester Film 

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
*AJEB 914 Textured Satin White Polyester Pull-Up Banner Film 914mm x 30m $5.47 $164.10 
*AJEB 1370 Textured Satin White Polyester Pull-Up Banner Film 1370mm x 30m $8.56 $256.50 
*AJEB 1524 Textured Satin White Polyester Pull-Up Banner Film 1524mm x 30m $9.50 $285.00 
*available only while stocks last
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Internal Banner Products

330mic Matt White Polyester Blockout Film
   

330mic Matt White Polyester film used for pull-up 
banner stands, internal point of sale and promotional 
applications.

Carries a non glare matt white finish with a gloss grey 
back for maximum opacity. Compatible with latex, solvent 
and UV print platforms. AJF-SPUB carries a bright white 
point for excellent print performance as well as complete 
water resistance and excellent lay flat properties. 

 

 
 
 
 220mic Satin White Polypropylene Film
 
 
220mic Satin White PVC coating onto Polypropylene film 
used for pull-up banner stands, internal point of sale and 
promotional applications.

Carries a non glare satin white finish with a gloss white 
back. Compatible with latex, solvent and UV print 
platforms. AJF-SPVC carries a bright white point for 
excellent print performance as well as complete water 
resistance and excellent lay flat properties. 
 
 

330mic Matt white Polyester Blockout Film 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJF-SPUB915 915mm x 50m $4.70 $235.00 
AJF-SPUB1370 1370mm x 50m $7.11 $355.50 
AJF-SPUB1524 1524mm x 50m $7.94 $397.00 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

220mic Satin White Polypropylene Film 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJF-SPVC915 915mm x 50m $3.98 $199.00 
AJF-SPVC1370 1370mm x 50m $5.96 $298.00 
AJF-SPVC1524 1524mm x 50m $6.69 $334.50 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only
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190gsm Matt White Polyester Film
 
210mic / 190gsm Matt White Polyester film used for pull-
up banner stands, internal point of sale and promotional 
applications.

B-Seen-eUP carries a non glare matt finish and is 
compatible latex and UV print platforms. Not suitable for 
solvent or eco-solvent printers.

B-Seen-eUP carries a bright white point for excellent 
print performance as well as low curl properties.

 

 
 
 370gsm Satin White Polycotton Canvas
 
370gsm Satin White Polycotton Canvas is single side 
coated and used for internal fine art, graphics and 
promotional applications.

This polycotton canvas carries a non glare satin finish and 
is compatible with solvent, latex and UV print platforms.

B-Seen-BlancCS carries a contemporary textured finish 
for excellent print performance as well as low curl 
properties.

190gsm Matt White Polyester Film 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
B-Seen-eUP-915x25 915mm x 25m $4.34 $108.50 
B-Seen-eUP-915x100 915mm x 100m $4.23 $423.00 
B-Seen-eUP-1270x25 1270mm x 25m $6.74 $168.50 
B-Seen-eUP-1270x50 1270mm x 50m $6.01 $300.50 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

Internal Banner Products

370gsm Satin White Polycotton Canvas 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
B-Seen-BlancCS-1524 1524mm x 18m $19.75 $355.50 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only
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Internal Banner Products
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Wall Films
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PosterTEX Polyester Self Adhesive Wall Fabric
 
PosterTEX is a 355gsm matt white opaque polyester 
fabric carrying a removable adhesive. 

PosterTEX can be applied to many surfaces and  
re-positioned countless times and is residue free. 

Suitable for many different internal wall and display 
applications. PosterTEX is compatible with solvent, UV 
and Latex print platforms. 

 
 HP PVC Free Wallpaper
 
Our range of HP PVC Free Wallpapers will suit all interior décor requirements. 

The range consists of a versatile economical satin white, a durable satin white as well as a contemporary 
suede finish.

All these HP Wallpapers are PVC Free and completely compatible with latex printers

Wall Films

PosterTEX Polyester Self Adhesive Wall Fabric 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
OZ-VIZ-PTEX-1370 1370mm x 30m $17.00 $510.00 
OZ-VIZ-PTEX-1524 1524mm x 30m $18.60 $558.00 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION Roll Size Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
HP-M-CH003B HP PVC Free Wall Paper 1370mm x 30.48m $7.83 $238.66 
HP-M-E4J53A HP PVC Free Durable Smooth Wall Paper 1370mm x 30.48m $14.55 $443.48 
HP-M-W4Z06A HP PVC Free Durable Suede Wall Paper 1370mm x 30.48m $14.55 $443.48 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

HP PVC Free Wallpaper
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Films
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ULTRAView Clear PVC Window Film   
ULTRAView PVC Clear is an optically clear film suitable 
for glass and other transparent applications. This 80mic 
clear film carries a medium tack removable adhesive 
making this an ideal film for short to medium term 
window graphics. 

ULTRAView PVC Clear is carried on a 105mic PET release 
liner. ULTRAView PVC Clear carries a surface compatible 
with most print platforms including Latex, UV and 
Solvent. 

 
 
 ULTRAView Rainbow Effect PET Window Film
 
ULTRAView is an optically clear Polyester (PET) film suitable for glass and other transparent applications.  
This 58mic clear film carries a totally transparent colourful rainbow style impression through the film. This 
unique scratch resistant film will change colour impression depending on the viewing angle. 

ULTRAView Rainbow carries a medium tack removable adhesive making this an ideal film for short to 
medium term window graphics. ULTRAView Rainbow is carried on a 25mic PET release liner. ULTRAView 
Rainbow carries a surface compatible with most print platforms including Latex, UV and Solvent. 
 

 

ULTRAView Clear PVC Window Film 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE 1 ROLL 2-5 ROLLS 6 ROLLS + 
UVPVC-152050 1520mm x 50m $327.60 $306.20 $287.91  
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

Window Films

ULTRAView Rainbow Effect PET Window Film 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE 1 ROLL 2-5 ROLLS 6 ROLLS + 
UVPETR-152050 1520mm x 50m $791.00 $730.20 $678.06 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only
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FLOORGrip R10 PVC Textured Floor Film
      

FLOORGrip R10 is a white PVC floor film carrying a 
textured surface. This single construction 200mic floor 
graphic film meets AS4586-2013 achieving P3 slip rating. 

This film carries a clear high tack permanent adhesive 
suitable for adhesion to a wide variety of hard floor 
surfaces including concrete, tile, metal and timber.  

FLOORGrip R10 is carried on a 100gsm single sided 
PE coated liner for moisture resistance and stability. 
FLOORGrip R10 carries a surface coating compatible with 
most print platforms including Latex, UV and Solvent. 

 
 
 
 FLOORGrip R11 PET Textured Floor Film

 
FLOORGrip R11 is a white Non Woven Polyester floor 
film carrying a heavily textured surface. This single 
construction floor graphic film meets AS4586-2013 
achieving P5 slip rating and also achieves R11 slip rating.

This film carries a clear high tack permanent adhesive 
suitable for adhesion to a wide variety of hard floor 
surfaces including concrete, tile, metal, timber as well as 
many industrial low pile carpets. 

FLOORGrip R11 is carried on a PE coated liner for 
moisture resistance and stability. FLOORGrip R11 carries 
a surface coating compatible with most print platforms 
including Latex, UV and Solvent. 
 
 

FLOORGrip R10 PVC Textured Floor Film 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE 1 ROLL 2-5 ROLLS 6 ROLLS + 
FGPVC10-127050 1270mm x 50m $251.80 $232.42 $215.81 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

FLOORGrip R11 PET Textured Floor Film 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE 1 ROLL 2-5 ROLLS 6 ROLLS + 
FGPET11-137030 1370mm x 30m $482.50 $445.40 $413.60 
FGPET11-152030 1520mm x 30m $536.70 $495.40 $460.00 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

Floor Films
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Floor Films

FLOORGrip R11 Aluminium Textured Floor Film
 

FLOORGrip R11 is an aluminium floor film carrying a 
heavily textured skid resistant surface. This 215mic film 
meets AS4586-2013 achieving P5 slip rating and also 
carries R11 slip rating. 

This flame resistant film carries a clear high tack 
permanent adhesive suitable for adhesion to a wide 
variety of hard floor surfaces including concrete, brick, 
tile, stone, metal and timber.  FLOORGrip R11 will not 
shrink after application. 

FLOORGrip R11 is carried on a 135gsm double sided 
PE coated liner for optimum moisture resistance and 
stability. FLOORGrip R11 carries a surface coating 
compatible with most print platforms including Latex, UV and Solvent. 

 
 
 
 FLOORGrip R13 PVC Textured Floor Film

FLOORGrip R13 is a PVC floor film carrying a heavily 
textured skid resistant surface. This 450-500 mic film 
meets AS4586-2013 achieving P5 slip rating and also 
carries R13 slip rating. 

This film carries a clear high tack permanent adhesive 
suitable for adhesion to a wide variety of hard floor 
surfaces including concrete, tile, metal and timber.  

FLOORGrip R11 is carried on a 135gsm double sided 
PE coated liner for optimum moisture resistance and 
stability. FLOORGrip R13 carries a surface coating 
compatible with most print platforms including Latex,  
UV and Solvent. 
 
 

FLOORGrip R11 Aluminium Textured Floor Film 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE 1 ROLL 2-5 ROLLS 6 ROLLS + 
FGAL11-137030 1370mm x 30m $750.50 $692.80 $643.30 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

FLOORGrip R13 PVC Textured Floor Film 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE 1 ROLL 2-5 ROLLS 6 ROLLS + 
FGPVC13-127030 1270mm x 30m $397.60 $367.00 $340.77 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only
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Magnet 0.5mm Matt White –  
Promotional Grade 

Magnetic film with Matt White face surface suitable for 
fridge magnet or internal promotional applications.
Construction is 0.4mm magnetic base film with 0.1mm 
self adhesive film applied to the face. The surface is 
therefore printable using many platforms. 

 
 
 

Magnet 0.5mm Plain Brown – Self Adhesive
Magnetic Plain Brown base film with self adhesive 
coating on the rear. This magnetic film can be applied to 
many flat surfaces. 

This base film will then allow the application of ferro type 
films to be magnetically attracted to the surface. This 
film is ideally suited to point of sale applications where 
the printed graphics require regular changes. Match with 
Satin ferrous film listed on Pg 38. 
 
 

Magnetic Products

Magnet 0.5mm Matt White – Promotional Grade 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
MAG5-1220mm 1220mm x 15m $20.27 $273.45 
Sales unit – Sold by LM or Full Roll 
Note, above price $/ROLL represents discount for full roll purchase

Magnet 0.5mm Plain Brown – Self Adhesive 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
MAG5-SA-1220 1220mm x 15m $20.27 $273.45 
Sales unit – Sold by LM or Full Roll 
Note, above price $/ROLL represents discount for full roll purchase
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Magnetic Satin White 0.18mm Ferrous 
Receptive Film
 
  
Metalised Matt White PET face film is magnetically 
receptive to MAG5-SA due to the ferrous content of 
this film. Matt White face surface with a matt black rear 
provides optimum opacity and blockout properties. 

AJF-MAGPAP is compatible with most print platforms 
including Latex, UV and Solvent printers. An ideal 
solution for promotional point of sale advertising where 
graphics require regular changes.

       

   
 
 Magnet 0.8mm Gloss White – Vehicle Grade
  
Magnetic film with Gloss White face surface suitable for 
vehicle magnet or external applications.

Construction is 0.8mm magnetic base film with 0.1mm 
PVC coating applied to the face. The surface is therefore 
printable using many platforms. Available in 610mm and 
1000mm width. Roll length limited to 15m due to weight 
limit restrictions.

Magnetic Products

Magnetic Satin White 0.18mm Ferrous Receptive Film 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJF-MAGPAP 1370/30 1370mm x 30m $19.44 $424.80 
AJF-MAGPAP 1370/50 1370mm x 50m $19.44 $708.00 
AJF-MAGPAP 1626 1626mm x 30m $23.04 $504.60 
Sales unit – Sold by LM or Full Roll 
Note, above price $/ROLL represents discount for full roll purchase

Magnet 0.8mm Gloss White – Vehicle Grade 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
MAG8 620mm x 15m $15.52 $202.95 
MAG8-1000mm 1000mm x 15m $24.92 $326.85 
Sales unit – Sold by LM 
Note, above price represents discount for full roll purchase
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210mic Matt White Polyester Backlit Film   
210mic Matt White Polyester film used for internal and 
external rear illuminated backlit graphics.  

AJF-BACKLIT 130S carries a non glare matt white 
translucent finish. Compatible with latex, solvent and UV 
print platforms. AJF-BACKLIT carries a bright white point 
for excellent print performance as well as a quick dry 
coating on the film surface. A high strength waterproof 
film for a variety of end use applications. 

 

 
 
 200mic Optically Clear Polyester Film
 
200mic Optically Clear Polyester film used for internal and external rear illuminated backlit graphics or 
where  
optical clarity is required.  

AJF-PETCLR does not carry an adhesive coating. Compatible with latex, solvent and UV print platforms or 
can be screen printed. A high strength waterproof film for a variety of end use applications. 
 

 

210mic Matt White Polyester Backlit Film 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJF-BACKLIT130S 1370 1370mm x 30m $12.43 $372.90 
AJF-BACKLIT130S 1524 1524mm x 30m $13.83 $414.90 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

Backlit Films

200mic Optically Clear Polyester Film 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJF-PETCLR 1370 1370mm x 30m $10.37 $311.10 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only
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Dry Erase Film  
 
210mic Gloss Clear Oriented Polypropylene film coated 
for resistance to white board markers as well as many 
water based and solvent based coatings. Carries solvent 
based gelatin adhesive.  

AJF-392DRYERASE can be used as an anti graffiti film in 
under cover or internal applications. Not recommended 
for long term external applications. Film is mainly used as 
a laminate for whiteboard applications. Due to resistant 
coating this film is not suitable for printing. However, 
print can be achieved onto white base film and  
AJF-392DRYERASE used as a laminate. 

 
 Chalkboard Film
 
ChalkTalk® is a Slate Grey Non PVC Chalkboard Film carrying a Removable adhesive. This repositionable film 
is ideal for internal chalkboard applications.

This film cuts easily and can be applied to a wide range of flat surfaces. Can be used in conjunction with dry 
chalk or liquid chalk pens. Wipes clean with an eraser or damp cloth. ChalkTalk® is CPSIA Compliant. Non-
PVC makes this film eco-friendly and safe around children. ChalkTalk® is lead free, plasticizer and  
phthalate free. 
 

 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price 1-9 $/LM Price 10-24 $/LM Price 25-49 $/LM Price 50+ $/LM 
AJF-392DRYERASE 1370 1370mm x 50m $20.90 $18.81 $15.68 $13.59 
AJF-392DRYERASE 1520 1520mm x 50m $22.99 $20.69 $17.56 $15.15

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price 1-9 $/LM Price 10-24 $/LM Price 25-44 $/LM Price 45+ $/LM 
R-ChalkTalk-1220 1220mm x 45.7m $25.08 $23.53 $22.57 $21.32 
R-ChalkTalk-610 610mm x 45.7m $12.54 $11.77 $11.29 $10.66
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210gsm Gloss White PP Coated Poster Paper
 

230mic high gloss white PP Coated Poster Paper is ideal 
for graphic production where high quality fine resolution 
images are required. This PP coated paper provides rapid 
drying and true high definition print results. 

Compatible with UV, Latex and Eco Sol print platforms.  
AJ-PP210G provides excellent water resistance. 

This poster paper is ideally suited to point of sale 
applications as well as printed exhibition graphics.

 
 
 210gsm Matt White PP Coated Poster Paper
   
230mic matt white PP coated poster paper is ideal for 
graphic production where high quality fine resolution 
images are required. 

This PP coated paper provides rapid drying and true high 
definition print results. Compatible with UV, Latex and 
Eco Sol print platforms. 

AJ-PP210M provides excellent water resistance. This 
poster paper is ideally suited to point of sale applications 
as well as printed exhibition graphics. 
 

210gsm Gloss White PP Coated Poster Paper UCT CODE ROLL SIZE 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJP-PP210G 1370 1370mm x 30m $7.59 $227.70 
AJP-PP210G 1524 1524mm x 30m $8.70 $261.00 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

210gsm Matt White PP Coated Poster Paper 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJP-PP210M 1370 1370mm x 30m $7.59 $227.70 
AJP-PP210M 1524 1524mm x 30m $8.70 $261.00 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

Specialty Products
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Specialty Products

200gsm Satin White PP Coated Poster Paper
      
200gsm Satin White PP Coated Poster Paper used for internal and external graphics where tear resistance 
and water resistance is required.  

AJF-SPX carries a non glare satin white finish on both sides of the film. Compatible with latex, solvent and 
UV print platforms. AJF-SPX carries a bright white point for excellent print performance as well as high 
strength for a variety of end use applications.

200gsm Satin White PP Coated Poster Paper 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJF-SPX1270 1270mm x 50m $6.07 $303.50 
AJF-SPX1524 1524mm x 50m $6.71 $335.50 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only
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Specialty Products

Clear Underlay Film 
  
12mic bi-axially oriented polyester film used as a clear sacrificial film for laminating production. This clear 
film provides excellent transparency.

Polyester is naturally heat resistant, water resistant, moisture resistant and will not shrink. 

 
 
 

Underlay Paper
 
80gsm underlay paper is a sacrificial paper for laminating production purposes. Paper width is conveniently 
supplied wider than standard material roll width.

EM-ULP-005 carries a smooth surface both sides as well as a bright white point. 
 

 

Clear Underlay Film 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
AJPL02 1350* 1350mm x 400m $0.51 $203.78 
AJPL02 1400 1400mm x 400m $0.53 $211.61 
AJPL02 1580 1580mm x 400m $0.60 $239.70 
*Only available while stocks last – to be discontinued 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only

Underlay Paper 

PRODUCT CODE ROLL SIZE Price $/LM Price $/ROLL 
EM-ULP-0005-1350 1350mm x 100m $0.76 $76.29 
EM-ULP-0005-1414 1414mm x 100m $0.84 $84.23 
EM-ULP-0005-1682 1682mm x 100m $0.94 $94.60 
Sales unit – Sold full rolls only
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Preparation Solutions

VIPONDS Prep Vinyl
Viponds Prep Vinyl is an IPA based cleaner suitable for most surfaces prior to the application of vinyl. Ideal 
for cleaning surfaces before painting and cleaning painted surfaces before applying self adhesive films. 
Prep Vinyl is solvent free and can often assist in avoiding adhesive failures.

VIPONDS Prep Coat
Viponds Self Adhesive Prep Coat is an all in one primer and topcoat. It has been developed to provide 
superior adhesion to a variety of substrates, whilst drying to a hard finish that is resistant to scratching and 
marring. Self Adhesive Prep Coat provides creates an ideal surface for applying permanent and removable 
self adhesive digital prints made from vinyl, polyester or canvas.

RITETACK Instant Bonding Adhesive
Ritetack is a high tack construction adhesive which works impeccably for many applications – your instant 
hold solution. Ideal for affixing materials such as metal, timber and glass and adhering to surfaces such as 
plaster, stone, ceramic, concrete, polystyrene, and polyurethane. There are many benefits to using Ritetack.

 
 RITETACK Dispensing Gun
The RitePro Dispensing Gun is designed to make extruding adhesives and sealants easier for you. The 
RitePro is extremely efficient at extruding larger amounts of glue in a shorter amount of time making it a 
lot faster and easier for you. 

 
 
 
 
 

 Orange Peel Adhesive Remover

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION Price $/EACH 
VPREVINYL1L Viponds Prep Vinyl 1L $19.20 
VPREVINYL4L Viponds Prep Vinyl 4L $48.05 
VPREVINYL20L Viponds Prep Vinyl 20L $177.06 

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION Price $/EACH 
VWALLPREP.4CL VIPOND Self-Adhesive Prepcoat Clear Satin - 4 Litre $120.00 
VWALLPREP.10CL VIPOND Self-Adhesive Prepcoat Clear Satin - 10 Litre $272.00 

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION Price each Price 12 units Price 24 units 
TOOL-RITETACK-BK-290 RITETACK Black Adhesive 290ml Tube $20.80 $16.52 $13.54 
TOOL-RITETACK-WH-290 RITETACK White Adhesive 290ml Tube $20.80 $16.52 $13.54

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION Price each 
TOOL-RITETACK-WH-GUN RITETACK Pro Dispensing Gun $31.33

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION Price each 
Tool-OrangeAR4091lt * Orange Peel Adhesive Remover 1lt $29.12 
*Only available while stocks last – to be discontinued

• Specially formulated to enhance the adhesion of 
 self adhesive digital prints 
• Low VOC water based paint

• Quick drying 
• Minimal odour

• Eliminates the need for unsightly fixings 
• Proven and trusted product worldwide

• You can also stick metal to concrete

• Heavy Duty rotating carriage • Two year warranty
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Banner Rail End Caps 
 
Black plastic end caps will fit neatly onto the end of your AJH-26 Banner Rail and provide the perfect 
finish to your promotional project. 

 
 
 
 Banner Rail Hooks 
 
Black Plastic hooks will fit neatly around the diameter of your Banner Rail and provide the perfect finish  
to your project. 

 

 Banner Rail 
 
Aluminium rail profile will provide the perfect finish to your banner project. Suitable as a top and bottom 
rail for that class finish. 

 

 Offset Mounting Blocks 
 
Cylindrical offset mounting blocks for mounting rigid panels to walls. These decorative metal blocks are 
available in a variety of contemporary finishes including brushed chrome, gloss chrome and black.

AM CA Mounting Blocks are the ideal choice for mounting acrylic panels and printed graphics to internal 
walls.

PRODUCT CODE SIZE Price $/EACH 
AJH-26 ENDCAPS* To suit AJH-26 Banner Rail $0.56  
Contact your account manager for bulk purchase details. *Only available while stocks last – to be discontinued 

PRODUCT CODE SIZE Price $/EACH 
AJH-26* 3.1m length $70.14 
Contact your account manager for bulk purchase details. *Only available while stocks last – to be discontinued

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION Price $/EACH 
AM CA1313GC* Gloss Chrome 13mm x 13mm $2.14 
AM CA1313SC* Satin Chrome 13mm x 13mm $2.14 
AM CA1319GC* Gloss Chrome 13mm x 19mm $2.56 
AM CA1325GC* Gloss Chrome 13mm x 25m $2.82 
AM CA1913GC* Gloss Chrome 19mm x 13mm $3.45 
AM CA1913SC* Satin Chrome 19mm x 13mm $3.45 
AM CA1919GC* Gloss Chrome 19mm x 19mm $3.76  
AM CA1925GC* Gloss Chrome 19mm x 25mm $4.13 
AM CA2519GC* Gloss Chrome 25mm x 19mm $4.34 
AM CA2525GC* Gloss Chrome 25mm x 25mm $4.55 
AM CA2525SC* Satin Chrome 25mm x 25mm $4.55 
Contact your account manager for bulk purchase details. *Only available while stocks last – to be discontinued

PRODUCT CODE SIZE Price $/EACH 
AJH-26 HOOKS* To suit AJH-26 Banner Rail $0.56 
Contact your account manager for bulk purchase details. *Only available while stocks last – to be discontinued
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